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Best liquidity management system: smartTrade Technologies
Look behind a number of electronic trad-
ing initiatives in the FX market and the 
chances are you’ll find a piece of technol-
ogy developed by smartTrade Technolo-
gies. The vendor has specialised in the 
provision of liquidity management soft-
ware across asset classes for more than a 
decade, but has gained increasing traction 
in the FX market in recent years through a 
modular approach that enables clients to 
use one or all of its suite of products.

HSBC uses components of smartTrade’s 
technology to support customised price 
distribution, for example, while Com-
merzbank has integrated the technology 
into its FX e-commerce platform. Trader-
Tools, whose liquidity management plat-
form won this category in last year’s e-FX 
awards (www.fxweek.com/2097102), has 
licensed smartTrade for liquidity aggrega-
tion and smart order routing, and newly 
launched bank-backed platform FXSpot-

Stream is using the vendor’s technology to 
power its multibank price aggregation 
service (www.fxweek.com/2175355).

“When we started in 1999, we began 
from the foundation of how an order, 
when it comes into an institution, is being 
controlled, how it is affected, what sys-
tems you will have to support, and how we 
could optimise this process,” explains 
Harry Gozlan, chief executive of smart-
Trade Technologies in Paris.

The vendor’s latest initiative, Liquidit-
yFX, is a hosted liquidity aggregation and 
smart order routing system for spot FX, 
launched earlier this year in response to 
demand from smaller institutions that have 
less in-house expertise than their competi-
tors to integrate technology (www.fxweek.
com/2180335). The out-of-the-box system 
can be deployed quickly to enable clients to 
aggregate prices from multiple platforms, 
thereby improving liquidity.

“We have been proven in providing 
bespoke enterprise solutions to our cli-
ents,” says Gozlan. “But what we are 
starting to do now, with LiquidityFX, is 
offer a pre-packaged assembly of our com-
ponents to deliver solutions to the market. 
It will be a simple, essential solution for 
people to run their FX business.”

The costs of implementing technology 
are becoming an increasingly key concern 
for clients, Gozlan adds. “We are providing 
the essentials of what clients need to get 
started, but run by engines that are sophis-
ticated and complex in terms of power and 
agility. You won’t need anybody from the 
IT side to run it, and it won’t contain two 
million expensive functions that you don’t 
understand. But if you want to open it and 
dig inside the technology, you can do that, 
with no limits, because the underlying 
engines are the kind we sell for very 
bespoke projects.” FX Kathy Alys


